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1. Rearrange the following eight sentences (A), (B), (C), (D) ,(E), (F), (G)
and (H) in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph and
then answer the questions given below.

A. The US-based company will establish a Design and Development Accelerator in
Bengaluru.

B. The facility will also provide support and guidance on Swift, Apple’s
programming language created to build apps for iOS, Mac, Apple TV and Apple
Watch. The iOS App Design and Development Accelerator is expected to open in
early 2017.

C. Each week, Apple experts will lead briefings and provide one-on-one app reviews
for developers.

D. This initiative will provide additional, specialized support for the developers who
make applications for Apple's iOS operating system, Apple said in an official press
statement.

E. Apple’s team will work to inspire and instruct developers on best practices, help
them hone their skills and transform the design, quality and performance of their apps
on the iOS platform.

F. “With the opening of this new facility in Bengaluru, we’re giving developers
access to tools which will help them create innovative apps for customers around the
world,” he added.

G. “India is home to one of the most vibrant and entrepreneurial iOS development
communities in the world,” said Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO.

H. Global Technology major Apple on Wednesday announced a new initiative to
support engineering talent and accelerate growth in India’s iOS developer community

A. Which of the following should be the SECOND sentence after the
rearrangement?

A C



B. Which of the following should be the FIFTH sentence after the
rearrangement?

B B

C F

D D

E A

Solution

The paragraph is talking about the announcement done by the Apple to

establish a Design and Development Accelerator in Bengaluru. A-D makes

a match as sentence D talks about the initiative and the services rendered

by the Bengaluru facility established by Apple. Sentence E talks about the

ways in which the company will hone the skills of their employees, hence

D-E males a match. G and F makes a match as in sentence G the CEO of

Apple has made any statement and again in sentence F he has added

something more to his statement hence G-F makes a pair. Hence the

correct sequence to form a meaningful paragraph is HADEGFCB. Hence

option (e) is the correct answer choice.

A E



C. Which of the following should be the SEVENTH sentence after the
rearrangement?

B G

C B

D A

E F

Solution

The paragraph is talking about the announcement done by the Apple to

establish a Design and Development Accelerator in Bengaluru. A-D makes

a match as sentence D talks about the initiative and the services rendered

by the Bengaluru facility established by Apple. Sentence E talks about the

ways in which the company will hone the skills of their employees, hence

D-E males a match. G and F makes a match as in sentence G the CEO of

Apple has made any statement and again in sentence F he has added

something more to his statement hence G-F makes a pair. Hence the

correct sequence to form a meaningful paragraph is HADEGFCB. Hence

option (b) is the correct answer choice.

A E



D. Which of the following should be the LAST (EIGHTH) sentence

B G

C B

D C

E H

Solution

The paragraph is talking about the announcement done by the Apple to

establish a Design and Development Accelerator in Bengaluru. A-D makes

a match as sentence D talks about the initiative and the services rendered

by the Bengaluru facility established by Apple. Sentence E talks about the

ways in which the company will hone the skills of their employees, hence

D-E males a match. G and F makes a match as in sentence G the CEO of

Apple has made any statement and again in sentence F he has added

something more to his statement hence G-F makes a pair. Hence the

correct sequence to form a meaningful paragraph is HADEGFCB. Hence

option (d) is the correct answer choice.

A A



E. Which of the following should be the FOURTH sentence after the
rearrangement?

B G

C B

D H

E E

Solution

The paragraph is talking about the announcement done by the Apple to

establish a Design and Development Accelerator in Bengaluru. A-D makes

a match as sentence D talks about the initiative and the services rendered

by the Bengaluru facility established by Apple. Sentence E talks about the

ways in which the company will hone the skills of their employees, hence

D-E males a match. G and F makes a match as in sentence G the CEO of

Apple has made any statement and again in sentence F he has added

something more to his statement hence G-F makes a pair. Hence the

correct sequence to form a meaningful paragraph is HADEGFCB. Hence

option (c) is the correct answer choice.

A A



B B

C E

D F

E D

Solution

The paragraph is talking about the announcement done by the Apple to

establish a Design and Development Accelerator in Bengaluru. A-D makes

a match as sentence D talks about the initiative and the services rendered

by the Bengaluru facility established by Apple. Sentence E talks about the

ways in which the company will hone the skills of their employees, hence

D-E males a match. G and F makes a match as in sentence G the CEO of

Apple has made any statement and again in sentence F he has added

something more to his statement hence G-F makes a pair. Hence the

correct sequence to form a meaningful paragraph is HADEGFCB. Hence

option (c) is the correct answer choice.



Which of the phrases (a), (b), (c) and (d) given below each sentence
should replace the phrase printed in ITALICIZED letters to make the
sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is,
mark (e) i.e., "No correction required" as the answer.

2. The players involved in match fixing should heavily punished as they
do it intentionally.

A shall have heavy fine

B should be heavy fined

C should have heavily fined

D should be heavily fined

E No correction required

Solution

‘should be heavily fined’ is the correct use.



Which of the phrases (a), (b), (c) and (d) given below each sentence
should replace the phrase printed in ITALICIZED letters to make the
sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is,
mark (e) i.e., "No correction required" as the answer.

3. Acquisition of certain athletic skills can be facilitated from regular
practice and hard work. situations

A can be facilitated by

B may be felicitated with

C can be felicitated with

D may facilitate through

E No correction required

Solution

‘can be facilitated by’ is the correct use.



Which of the phrases (a), (b), (c) and (d) given below each sentence
should replace the phrase printed in ITALICIZED letters to make the
sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is,
mark (e) i.e., "No correction required" as the answer.

4. The step of demonetization is a major breakthrough and attempts to
acquaint us with the problems of corruption and terror funding.

A attempting to acquaint

B attempts at acquainting

C attempted to acquaint

D attempt to acquaint

E No correction required

Solution

‘attempts at acquainting’ is the correct use.



Which of the phrases (a), (b), (c) and (d) given below each sentence
should replace the phrase printed in ITALICIZED letters to make the
sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is,
mark (e) i.e., "No correction required" as the answer.

5. Despite of their differences on various issues, they all agree on
continuing this project.

A Despite for their

B Despite off their

C Despite their

D Despite of the

E No correction required

Solution

‘Despite their’ is the correct use.



Which of the phrases (a), (b), (c) and (d) given below each sentence
should replace the phrase printed in ITALICIZED letters to make the
sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is,
mark (e) i.e., "No correction required" as the answer.

6. A budget should have to mould by the needs of a nation.

A should be molded

B should have mould

C should mould

D should be moulding

E No correction

Solution

we use (Be + v3) in passive voice hence option (a) is the correct answer.
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